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The Utility of Seapower: the Battle of the 
atlantic and the second World War in europe 

by LTC He Ruimin

InTRodUCTIon

the Battle of the atlantic (Ba) refers to 
the continual attacks on merchant shipping by 
german u-boats to deny allied powers access to 
the atlantic, and allied efforts to counter this 
threat. the Ba lasted through the second World 
War (WWii), from september 1939, when a u-boat 
sunk passenger liner SS Athenia, to may 1945, 
when germany capitulated.

for the allies, winning the Ba, or “Ba success,” 
enabled them to transport troops, raw materials, 
industrial products, munitions, and military 
equipment across the atlantic. conversely, losing 
the Ba would have curtailed the allies’ transport 
of men and materiel across the atlantic.

u-boats operated throughout the atlantic. 
ships were sunk in the north, off reykjavik; south, 
off sierra leone; east, off gibraltar; and West, 
off the united states (us) east coast atlantic.1 
hence, the Ba spanned the entire atlantic, 
including access routes from the us east coast to 

the russian ports of murmansk and archangel, to 
the mediterranean through gibraltar and to iran 
through the cape of good hope.

the Ba was keenly contested and the result 
could have tipped either way. By february 1942, 
germany was able to decrypt up to 80 percent 
of British signals on allied convoy movements, 
allowing them to effectively guide u-boats to 
their targets.2 as shown in figure 1, u-boats 
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destroyed more than twice the combined output 
of us and British shipyards in 1941, and sunk 
vessels faster than the us and Britain were 
building them in 1942. this limited the growth 
of the allied merchant fleet between 1940 and 
1943 (figure 2). the rate of allied shipping loss in 
march 1943 was so high that “the British admiralty 
feared the collapse of the atlantic trade routes.”3 
ellis argues that “exceptionally amongst all the 
major theaters, germany could have won” the Ba.4

eventually, the allies won the Ba by mid-
1943 due to a combination of reasons. these 
included technological breakthroughs—such 
as the introduction of radar, leigh light search 
floodlights, high frequency direction finders—
and intelligence coups such as the decoding 
of the german enigma codes, resulting in the 
rerouting of ships away from u-boat threats. 
effective tactics included the use of convoys, 
long-range surveillance aircraft, bombers, escort 
vessels, and destroyer support groups. finally, us 
and Britain accelerated production of merchant 
ships and warships, while hitler mistakenly 
limited u-Boat production until late 1942.5 as a 
result, the rate at which allied shipping was sunk 
decreased substantially in 1943, both in terms of 
absolute and per u-boat tonnage (figures 1 and 3 
respectively).

did the Ba ultimately determine WWii victory 
in europe? churchill believed so. in 1940, churchill 
wrote to roosevelt that “it is in shipping and 
in the power to transport over the oceans that 
the crunch of the whole war will be found.” the 
germans reached the same conclusion in 1942. 
hitler, despite his lack of understanding of naval 
matters, said that “victory depends on destroying 
the greatest amount of allied tonnage.”6 more 
recent scholars agree. tarrant suggested that 
“the u-Boats ... came close to being the single 
decisive factor in both wars,”7 while Vat portrayed 

the Ba as “a prolonged and desperate struggle 
that came closer than any other to deciding the 
war in germany’s favor.”8

the quotes by churchill and hitler suggest that 
the Ba was not a decisive, mahan-type maritime 
battle. rather, it was a continual effort to keep 
the atlantic open for shipping in order to reinforce 
the land campaign. according to corbett, “the real 
point of seapower is not so much what happens 
at sea, but how that influences the outcome of 
events on land.”9 an evaluation of Ba’s impact on 
WWii europe thus depends on the importance of 
these atlantic-route supplies. after successfully 
invading continental europe, the germans faced 
a two-front counterattack by the allies and lost 
both, resulting in ultimate victory for the allies. 
this article traces the impact of the Ba, through 
its consequent enabling of supply routes, on the 
outcomes of the Western and eastern fronts. it 
concludes that the Ba determined victory, but 
only in the limited sense that it enabled us and 
Britain to win on the Western front, and hence 
share victory with the soviets. in contrast, the 
soviets would have won on the eastern front 
regardless of the Ba’s outcome.

WeSTeRn FRonT

Ba success enabled america and Britain to 
win on the Western front as it sustained British 
resistance and boosted allied capabilities.

British dependence on Trade for Survival

during WWii, Britain was hugely reliant on 
imports arriving via the atlantic. as an empire, 
Britain’s own innate economy “was self-sufficient 
in almost nothing of importance.”10 instead, 
up to two-thirds of her food and raw materials 
were imported (table 1).11 apart from continental 
europe, now occupied by the axis powers and 
hence no longer a viable source of imports, other 
imports largely came from america and the British 
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Figure 1: US and UK merchant tonnage built and Allied and neutral merchant tonnage sunk, 1940-194512

Figure 2: Size of US and UK merchant fleets 1939-194513
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colonies in the east. ships from these sources 
passed through the atlantic.15

Had the U-boat threat persisted, 
without imports from all around 
the world, Britain may have been  
literally starved into surrender.

early in the war, hitler directed his navy 
to “deal an annihilating blow to the english 
economy.” in 1940, u-boats sunk over one-
quarter of British merchant shipping.16 in 1941, 

imports totaled only 26 million tons. this was a 
third of the peacetime level of 68 million tons and 
less than half of the 55 million tons (including 
15 million tons of food) needed for sustainability 
each year.17 By January 1943, “the British navy 
had only two months supply of oil left.” churchill 
later wrote that “battles may be won or lost, 
enterprises succeed or miscarry, territories might 
be gained or quitted, but dominating all our 
power to carry on the war, or even keep ourselves 
alive, was our mastery of the ocean routes and 
the free approach and entry to our ports ... the 

Figure 3: U-boat efficiency: quarterly merchant shipping tonnage sunk in the Atlantic per U-boat at sea 1939-194514
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Material Import Percentage Material Import Percentage

foodstuff 67% chromium ore 100%

iron ore 30% petroleum products 95%
copper ore 90% raw rubber 100%
Bauxite 90% soft timber 80%

molybdenum ore 100% Wool 80%

Table 1: Percentage of imports for Britain (pre-war)18
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only thing that ever really frightened me during 
the war was the u-boat peril.”19 had the u-boat 
threat persisted, without imports from all around 
the world, Britain may have been literally starved 
into surrender.

The Allied Reliance on Atlantic  
Access for Materiel and Reinforcements

Ba success also boosted allied capabilities 
on the Western front. firstly, atlantic access 
provided Britain with the equipment necessary 
to produce military equipment. in the preceding 
years, Britain had deteriorated from being the 
“factory of the world” to industrial backwardness, 
and was dependent on american machine tools 
(table 2). Without these imports, Britain would 
have been unable to produce equipment such as 
aircraft, radars and guns.20

secondly, atlantic access enabled the 
deployment of american military assets and 

troops for the Western front. this was particularly 
necessary because Britain suffered from poor 
design and manufacturing processes, a “confused 
bureaucracy,” and insufficient labor and capital.21 
as a result, Britain relied heavily on american 
imports for equipment (table 3), including the 
turbine blades and impellers of jet aircraft that 
bombed german industrial areas.22 almost 9 
million tons of equipment were shipped across 
the atlantic between January and June 1944 for 
operation overlord.23

Beyond equipment, 800,000 americans, or 
47% of all allied troops, took part in overlord’s 
d-day landings. this percentage increased to 60% 
by august 1944 as more us divisions sailed across 
the atlantic. in contrast, the British “had to 
break up existing divisions to find replacements 
for their casualties.”24 Without viable atlantic 

access, the number of allied troops available for 

Machine Tools American Imports out to British Total Requirements (Approx)

automatic lathes (1942) 72%

turret lathes (1942) 75%

Vertical drillers (1942) 67%

Boring and gear-cutting tools (1942) 50%

20 types of advanced machine tools 100%

overall machine tools (1940-1941) 33%

Table 2: Percentage of British Machine Tools that were imported25

Final Product
American Imports out to British Total 
Requirements (Approximation)

Qualitative Comparison

tanks
for British units during normandy 
campaign (1944): 67%
for all British units (1939-1944): >50%

“only a minority of the British production 
were battle-worthy; and some of it, like 
the covenanter, was literally junk … ”

trucks 1940-1944: >50%
“the north american trucks were of far 
higher quality.”

radio equipment
all radio equipment (1943): 40%
miniature radios (1944): 90%

munitions 1943-1944: >25%

Table 3: Quantitative and Qualitative assessment of the reliance of Britain for American arms supplies26
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amphibious assault and the subsequent push to 
germany would have been significantly reduced.27

even with significant american participation, 
success was not guaranteed. amphibious 
operations have always been risky, and the 
germans had “much tougher 
battle experience ... and 
displayed a greater willingness 
to fight stubbornly.” 
eisenhower’s preparation 
of a note announcing the 
failure of overlord was 
based not on “misplaced 
modesty, but from quite 
genuine anxiety as to the outcome.” even after 
the successful crossing, allied headquarters  
genuinely feared a repeat of the “trench 
stalemate” of the first World War. the weather 
was working against the allies, and the “swampy 
inlets” and french bocage terrain were difficult  
to penetrate.28

therefore, it is likely that the sheer volume 
of american and British troops and equipment 
coming ashore enabled the allies to win this 

war of attrition.29 the Ba was the critical 
enabler of this access. in fact, germany could 
conceivably have won the Western front merely 
by sinking enough ships to significantly reduce 
the number of us troops and equipment arriving 

in Britain—they did not need 
to completely shut down the 
atlantic. however, they were 
unable to do so.

third, by sustaining 
Britain, Ba success enabled 
the allies to launch the 
amphibious assault of europe 
from Britain, instead of north 

america.30 operationally, an amphibious assault 
across the atlantic would have been far more 
difficult—german land forces would have had 
far more time and intelligence to anticipate the 
invasion;31 and allied combat power would have 
been diminished by troop fatigue, sea-sickness, 
and the u-boat threat. the us would have “spent 
years building a vast navy, army, and air force 
... for such a giant undertaking.”32 even then, 

Therefore, it is likely that  
the sheer volume of 
American and British troops 
and equipment coming 
ashore enabled the Allies 
to win this war of attrition.

A German U-boat shells a merchant ship which remained afloat after being torpedoed.
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in spite of historical links with Britain, it is not 
obvious that america’s historically isolationist 
population would support such a risky endeavor.

as a whole, the Ba success sustained Britain  
by enabling British production of military 
equipment, the transport of american troops 
and equipment, and by providing the allies with 
a suitable launch point for amphibious assault.  
this enabled Britain and the us to win the 
Western front and thereby emerge victorious in 
the european theater.

eASTeRn FRonT

in contrast, the impact of Ba success on the 
eastern front was far less significant.

American Aid was not Crucial for the Soviet 
Campaign

historically, the value of american assistance to 
the soviet union (ussr) has been controversial.33 
as part of cold War rhetoric, the soviets downplayed 
the value of the aid. an official history estimated 

that it “amounted to only 4 percent of domestic 

production.” soviets complained that aid was of 

poor quality, less than promised and arrived late. 

naturally, american propaganda instead claimed 

that american aid constituted “the bulk of the 

ussr’s war supplies and insured its survival of the 

nazi invasion.”34

more recent, independent histories suggest 

that allied aid, particularly from the us, equaled 

approximately 10 percent of soviet production 

by 1943.35 aid totaled more than 17 million tons, 

was valued at over $10 billion,36 and ranged from 

commodities, cereal, to combat aircraft. america 

also provided specific forms of aid that the 

soviets lacked. this included leather for boots, 

400,000 miles of field telephone wire, and half of 

the red army’s fat and oil requirements, boosting 

nutritional standards.37

however, aid only peaked in late 1943 onwards 

(table 4). prior to that, “american shipments of 

guns, tanks, and planes ... were small compared 
to russian production and did not meet russian 

Type 1941 1942 1943 1944
1945

January–June
1945

July–December

1        Munitions, Total 0.110 854.2 1442.6 1502.9 579.7 153.4

1.1     ordnance, Ammunition 0.075 213.9 368.3 190.4 35.2 3.9

1.2     Aircraft and parts 0.000 303.4 502.0 557.9 183.4 20.3

1.3     Tanks and parts 0.035 176.8 74.7 166.4 54.6 0.0

1.4     Motor Vehicles and parts 0.000 149.1 406.0 503.3 265.7 87.0

1.5     watercraft 0.000 11.0 91.6 84.9 40.8 12.3

2        petroleum products - - - 40.5 31.2 8.2

3        Industrial products, Materials 0.435 312.9 853.6 1306.9 509.3 95.0

4        Agricultural products 0.000 184.8 591.9 579.1 272.1 58.3

5        Total 0.545 1351.9 2888.1 3429.3 1392.4 314.9

5        of which, Civilian or dual-purpose goods 0.435 657.8 1943.1 2514.7 1119.2 260.7

6.1     % of Total 80% 49% 67% 73% 80% 83%

Source: US president (1944), 31, (1945a), 15 (1945c), 8, except that row 6 is the sum of rows 1.4, 1.5, 2, 3, 4; is row 6, 
divided by row 5.

Table 4: US Lend-Lease exports to the USSR, 1941-1945 ($ million and percentage)38
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Type Year German Russian Ratio

Tanks 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

5,570
8,337
998
14,905

16,044
16,525
20,030
52,599 1:3.5

Assault guns 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

3,245
7,328
2,200
12,773

–
–
–
–

Tank destroyers 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

76
2,040
650
2,766

1,489
4,310
2,200
12,705 1:3.1

Self-propelled
artillery

1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

2,458
871
87
3,416

2,558
7,648
3,562
13,768 1:4.0

GRAnD TOTAL 33,860 74,871 1:2.2

Table 5a: German and Russian armored fighting vehicle production (with 75mm guns and above) 1943–194539

Table 5b: German and Russian artillery production (75mm and above) 1943-194540

Year German Russian Ratio

1943 
1944
1945

27,000
41,000
1945

48,400
56,100
28,600

ToTAL 78,000 133,100 1:1.7

Type Year German Russian Ratio

Fighters 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

10,898
25,285
4,936
41,119

14,590
17,913
8,849
41,352 1:1

ground Attack Aircraft 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

3,266
5,496
1,104
9,866

11,177
11,100
5,484
27,761 1:2.8

Bombers 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

4,649
2.287
-
6,936

4,074
4,186
2,085
10,345 1:1.5

Jets 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

-
1,041
947
1,988

-
-
-
-

TOTAL COMBAT 59,909 79,458 1:1.3

Transports 1943
1944
1945
TOTAL

1,028
443
-
1,471

3,744
5,508
2,885
12,137 1:8.2

GRAnD TOTAL 61,380 91,595 1:1.5

Table 5c: German and Russian military aircraft production 1943-194541
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needs.”42 america eventually supplied more and 
better war machines. however, by then, the 
soviets had withstood the 1941 german invasion 
independently and had won three huge battles 
against the germans (moscow: october 1941 to 
January 1943, stalingrad: september 1942 to 
January 1943, and Kursk-orel: July to august 
1943). Both the germans and soviets agreed that 
these battles were the major turning points of 
the war, and it was downhill for the germans 
thereafter.43 additionally, these victories suggest 

that the red army had strong innate capabilities, 
independent of american aid.45

even after american aid had peaked, between 
1943 and 1945, the soviets were out producing 
(in the case of combat aircraft, by at least 
30%) the germans in a broad range of military 
equipment, such as armored fighting vehicles 
(afVs), aircraft,46 and artillery (tables 5a-5c). it is 
dangerous to make deductions based on a force-

on-force comparison due to quality differences 
across platforms.47 furthermore, war outcomes 
also depend on soldier morale, deployment tactics, 
strategies, and chance.48 however, the figures 
suggest that american aid, which reached 10% 
of soviet production for each of these categories 
(i.e. afVs, aircraft, artillery),49 is unlikely to have 
tipped the balance in a force-on-force match-up 
between the germans and the russians.

Alternative Routes for American Aid to the 
USSR

furthermore, the atlantic was not critical in 
ensuring the flow of american aid to the soviets. 
unlike the British, who were solely dependent on 
the atlantic for imports from everywhere other 
than axis-held continental europe, alternative 
routes were available to the soviets. american 
aid to the soviets was largely shipped through 
five routes—the arctic ocean, iran, the Black 
sea, Vladivostok, and siberia. only the first three 
of these routes, accounting for 50.3% of total 
gross tonnage,50 and 48% of ships in 1943 (table 
6), passed through the atlantic ocean and faced 
u-boat threats.51

the other half of exports were largely shipped 
through the 4,500 mile route from american 
West coast ports to the soviet eastern port of 
Vladivostok, via Japanese controlled waters. 
Japan and the ussr were not at war until  
august 1945 and hence the Japanese permitted 
these vessels, which america had transferred 
to soviet registry, to pass through their waters  
without interception.52 unsurprisingly, this 
irritated the soviets.53 however, the chief 
limitation of this route was that shipments  
arriving in Vladivostok had to be transported 
large distances through the low-volume 
trans-siberian railway to the fighting lines 
in russia’s west. additionally, more than 
6,000 aircraft were delivered through the  

Year Total northern
Route

Persian
Gulf
Route

Pacific
Route

1943 722 128 222 382

first half 376 64 126 186

January 62 16 16 31

february 65 16 18 31

march 51 0 20 31

april 69 16 22 31

may 71 16 24 31

June 57 0 26 31

second half 346 64 96 186

July 63 16 16 31

august 63 16 16 31

september 47 0 16 31

october 63 16 16 31

november 63 16 16 31

december 47 0 16 31

Table 6: Number of ships (1943) per route from US to the 
USSR44
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alaska-siberia air route.54 had the allies lost 

the Ba, it is likely that a greater proportion of 

aid would have travelled through Vladivostok  

and siberia, with both americans and soviets 

working to increase the capacity of the  

trans-siberian railway.

in summary, american aid was not critical to 

soviet capabilities. the soviets had beaten the 

germans in critical battles before the aid arrived, 

and were generally out producing the germans 

even after the aid arrived. furthermore, even 

if the americans had lost the Ba, the aid could  

have reached the soviets through alternative 

pacific routes.

Western and eastern Fronts

the Ba compelled germany to allocate forces 

to the Western front, away from the eastern 

front. as discussed previously, the Ba was critical 

to the opening of the Western front. on d-day (6 

June 1944), 56 german divisions were allocated 

to the Western front (table 7), roughly one-third 

of the 157 allocated to the east. smaller numbers 

of combat divisions were 

allocated to the other fronts, 

such as the finland, italian, 

denmark, and the Balkans. 

the Ba also tied down up to 

22 german divisions through 

its impact on the italian campaign.55 german 

divisions were in short supply. in response to a 

January 1945 request from german chief of staff 

guderian for more troops to buffer the eastern 

front, hitler replied that “the eastern front must 

help itself and make do with what it’s got.”56 had 

there not been a Western front, most of these 

56 divisions could have augmented the eastern 

front.57

these divisions could have tipped the balance 
on the eastern front in germany’s favor. in 1942, 
german propaganda minister goebbels presciently 
noted, “sooner or later we shall have to face the 
question of inkling toward one enemy side or the 
other. germany has never yet had luck with a  
two front war; it won’t be able to stand this one 
in the long run either.”58

however, while counterfactual hypotheses are 
difficult to predict with certainty, this article 
argues that the soviets would have eventually 
beaten germany even without the opening of the 
Western front.

the ussr had immense resources—twice 
germany’s population, unlimited quantities 
of oil and minerals (even without imports, 
unlike Britain) to boost its production, and 
space to absorb repeated attacks.59 in contrast, 
even though germany’s production of military 
equipment under minister of armaments and War 
production, albert speer had caught up in some 
categories by 1944,60 it was still fundamentally 
short of raw materials.61 for instance, as speer 
warned hitler, germany lacked chromium, which 
was required for the production of a wide  

variety of vehicles.62 
other commodities were  
in short supply too (table 8).

over time, soviet’s war 
production would have 
exceeded that of germany 

and her captured territories.63 table 9 shows 
that ussr’s gdp had surpassed germany’s by 
1943 and this ratio was improving over time. 
unlike america, whose products had to cross the 
atlantic to influence battle, the soviets could 
directly move their production output onto the 
frontlines. furthermore, the ratio of soviet to 
german armed forces personnel was also gradually 
shifting in the former’s favor, as the soviets had 
a larger population base to replace casualties. 

These factors imply that 
over time, Soviet war 
capabilities would have 
exceeded Germany’s.
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Month east West norway/ 
Finland

denmark Balkans Italy Africa

27 June 1941 134 (32)* 38 (0) 13 (0) 1 (6) 7 (0) – 2 (2)

september 1941 144 (32) 14 (0) 1 (0) 7 (0) – 3 (3)

december 1941 146 (32) 32 (2) 15 (0) 1 (0) 8 (0) – 3 (3)

march 1942 164 (34) 16½ (½) 7 (0) – – 3 (3)

June 1942 171 (34) 27 (3) 16½ (½) 1 (0) 8 (1) – 3 (3)

september 1942 171 (33) 15½ (½) 1 (0) 9 (1) – 4 (3)

december 1942 178 (33) 36 (5) 15½ (½) 2 (0) 10 (1) – 6 (4)

march 1943 175 (29) 16½ (½) 1 (0) 15 (1) – 7½ (4½)

June 1943 179 (28) 42 (8) 16½ (½) 2 (0) 17 (1) – –

september 1943 181 (26) 18 (0) 2½ (½) 19 (1) 7 (6) –

december 1943 175 (34) 37 (6) 17 (0) 5½ (½) 24 (2) 14 (6) –

march 1944 169 (36) 16 (0) 4½ (½) 21 (5) 19 (6) –

6 June 1944 157 (30) 56 (11) 16 (0) 3½ (½) 20 (4) 22 (6) –

september 1944 127 (33) 55 (14) 15 (0) 2½ (½) 17 (3) 21 (4) –

december 1944 132 (44) 71 (15) 14 (0) 2½ (½) 16 (3) 22 (4) –

march 1945 166 (43) 63 (9) 9½ (0) 5½ (½) – 19 (3) –

* number in brackets = panzer and motorised divisions.

Table 7: Distribution of German combat divisions by theater, June 1941 to March 194564

these factors imply that over time, soviet war 
capabilities would have exceeded germany’s.

germany’s rapid capitulation in the face of 
the soviet push to Berlin further suggests that 
the soviets could have won even if their forces 
were not augmented by american capabilities, or 

even if germany had more troops allocated to the 

eastern front. however, this campaign would have 

taken more time and cost more lives. indeed, after 

the november 1943 teheran conference, stalin 

told marshall of the ussr Zhukov that “roosevelt 

had given his world that the allies would attack 

1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945

ussr gdp 359 366 417 359 318 464 495 396

germany gdp 351 384 387 412 417 426 437 310

USSR/Germany GdP Ratio 1.0 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.3

ussr armed forces – – 5000 7100 11340 11858 12225 12100

germany armed forces – 4522 5762 7309 8410 9480 9420 7830

USSR/Germany Armed Forces Ratio – – 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5

Table 9: Comparison of Wartime GDP of USSR and Germany, in international dollars and 1990 prices (billions), and sizes of the 
armed forces (thousands)66

Manganese nickel Chromium Wolframite Molybdenum Silicon

home stocks 140,000 t 6,000 t 21,000 t 1,330 t 425 t 17,900 t

imports 8,100 t 190 t – – 15.5 t 4,200 t

consumption 15,500 t 750 t 3,751 t 160 t 69.5 t 7,000 t

months reserve 19 10 5.6 10.6 7.8 6.4

Table 8: Memo from Speer to Hitler detailing the months of reserves of alloys available65
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german-held france in the spring. ‘i believe he 
will keep his word,’ stalin continued, ‘but even 
if he does not, our own forces are sufficient to 

complete the rout of nazi germany.’”67

therefore, unlike the Western front, allied 

success in the atlantic did not ultimately shape 

the outcome of the eastern front. Without Ba 

success, it is likely that the soviets would still 

have prevailed eventually.

ConCLUSIon

in summary, the Ba ultimately determined 

us and British prominence on the victory stage. 

the Ba is a shining example of the corbettian 

impact of seapower on land operations. in 1942, 

allied gdp exceeded axis gdp by 30%,68 primarily 

due to america. While economics may have 

been the allied center of gravity of the war, the 

atlantic ocean was a critical vulnerability that 

the germans exploited. Without access to the 

sea as “a medium of transportation,”69 achieved 

through Ba success, the influence of american 

economic might on the european campaign  

would have been severely curtailed. Winning the 

Ba gave Britain access to imports that enabled 

america and Britain to share the victory stage 

with the soviets. in contrast, independent of 

Ba outcome, the soviets would have emerged 

victorious on the eastern front.

WWii’s european outcome had long-lasting 

effects on global world order for the rest of the 

20th century. in particular, it led to the cold 

War between america (with British support) 

and the ussr.70 had the Ba turned out 

another way, we might be living in a very  

different world. 
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